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DATES TO 
 REMEMBER 

 
 

DECEMBER 

Tuesday 5th 
CHRISTMAS CONCERT 

 
Thursday 7th 

Pizza Maths @ Upwey HS 
Grade 5/6 

 
Tuesday 12th 
Orientation Day  
Buddies Picnic 

 
Wednesday 13th 

Belgrave Cameo Movie 
‘Wonder’ 
Grade 5/6 

 
Friday 15th 

Grade 6 Knox Bike Ride 
 

Monday 18th 
Attendance BBQ  

&  
Thank you Morning Tea 

 
Tuesday 19th 

Prep Graduation 
Ceremony & Lunch 

 
Wednesday 20th 

Grade 6 Graduation 
@ Burrinja 

 
 
 
 
 
 

STAFFING 2018 
We have just gone through the silly season where we have been 
looking at staffing and interviewing for positions. 
There will be new classroom teachers to our school next year.  
We welcome 3 new staff members, Mrs Felicity Young, Miss Lauren 
McNay and Miss Soléda Graham. We were delighted to meet them 
in the interview process and we think they will all be great 
acquisitions to our school.  
We also welcome back Mrs Helen Neal from Family Leave. 
As we get to the final 3 weeks, class lists and teacher placements for 
next year are now being finalised and having its final proof check to 
ensure all placements have been considered. The putting together of 
classes is a lengthy and complicated process taking into account 
teacher judgements, student friendship requests and relevant parent 
requests. 
Students will spend a session on Tuesday December 12 in their 
2018 classroom and grades. This will occur while the grade 6 
children visit their secondary school and the new Prep children have 
their Orientation Day.  
On this day, the 2018 prep children will come into their new 
classroom at 11:30am. Their session will run until 12:20pm and the 
buddies picnic will start at 12:20pm and run until 1:00pm. 
We will also have 9 children (this number could grow as we are still 
doing tours) who are joining us from other schools for their first 
sample of Tecoma PS. 
Next year, we will once again run straight classes across the school 
with the exception of one grade 3/4 class. This class will be made up 
of grade 3 boys and grade 4 girls. We believe this gives the children 
the best chance of maintaining those friendships they have 
developed across their early years of schooling. The alternative was 
to have classes of 28/29 in grade 4 while having 20’s in grade 3 or 
having all grade 3/4 classes. We settled on having one grade 3/4 
class with the class sizes across that level being 23/24.   
While the rest of the classes across the school will be straight, many 
of the activities that we run in and around the classroom will be   
multi-age….eg., camps, incursions, excursions, the cross age 
leadership program, etc.,  where the children will still be able to 
maintain those wonderful links that ensure the children have a social 
interaction with the children from other levels. 
 



The numbers have worked this year where we can run predominantly straight classes but it 
doesn’t mean we won’t be more multi-age in the future. In reality, all classes are multi-age     
classes due to the differences in students’ ability and emotional maturity. This is why in all     
classes, the teachers offer a differentiated curriculum aimed at meeting the different learning 
needs of their students. The selection of the students in all classes is considered very carefully, 
taking into account the maturity of the students, levels of independence, the social connections 
between groups of students and ensuring the academic balance of the students within each 
grouping. To the best of our ability all classes are balanced in these areas.  
 

A reminder that once class lists have been announced, no changes will be made to these 
structures. Moving even one child from one grade to another will jeopardise over a 
months worth of discussions and careful planning. Mrs Double and I have double checked that all 
children have at least one friend in their new grade and have been placed with other like minded 
children with the hope that friendship groups continue to grow. 
The finishing touches for the reports are being completed and will be sent home to parents on 
Monday December 18.  
 

PREP INFORMATION NIGHT 
It was lovely to officially welcome a large group of new families to our school on Wednesday 
evening as we held our 2018 Prep Information Night. Of course, those in attendance all wanted 
to meet their child’s teacher for next year and visit their child’s classroom; however other          
information was shared with parents about the logistics of starting school, specialist’s programs, 
start dates and times, programming and much more. Next year we will hold four prep classes for 
our 71 children who will be taught by Miss Lauren Kennedy, Miss Hayley Ward, Miss Lauren 
Cassidy and Mrs Felicity Young. 
We were lucky enough to have representation from School Council, current Prep Parents talking 
about their experience this year, our Office Ladies, our Parent Network and our Assistant       
Principal who doubles ( pardon the pun) as our welfare coordinator. 
Our parents heard information about what our Parent Network do for the school community; in 
setting up social events and engaging a variety of fund raising events. A warm invitation was 
made to parents with a child starting a TPS for the first time, to come along next year and join in 
with Parent Network endeavours.  
Thank you everyone who organised or attended this night.      
 

CHRISTMAS CAROLS PICNIC 
Just a reminder that we will have our Christmas Carols Night on the oval on Tuesday December 
5th from 6:00pm. This concert each year is always a happy occasion, where we get together as a 
whole school community to share in the children’s success, have a break after a very busy year, 
and hopefully see a friend or two who we haven’t caught up with for a while.  
Parents are invited to bring along picnic rugs, chairs and their picnic tea and drinks for a 6:00pm 
tea.  
A reminder that smoking and the consumption of alcohol on the school property is against the law 
and therefore not permitted. Santa will be in attendance from 5:30 - 6:45pm in the Reading Room 
(see flyer further down). 
 

At 7:00pm, we will commence our Christmas Carols evening here at the school. This will be a 
very low key evening where we can all get together, enjoy each others company and sing along 
to our favourite Christmas Carols. There will be strictly “no choreography”, just a nice sing-a-long 
to  celebrate the end of another huge year. We would love to see you all here. Grandparents and 
extended family are very welcome as always. Please stick around after the concert, as we will be 
announcing our Prize Winner’s of our Lapathon and drawing the name of our Thermomix 
Raffle Winner. Let’s hope the weather is kind to us this year, the memories of racing through the 
2015 concert are stamped in my mind!  
 

JAPANESE DAY 
My thanks to our Japanese teacher, Masae Sensei for her wonderful organisation of Japanese 
Day on Monday. With the support of staff, Japanese assistants from Upwey High and parent   
volunteers, the children ate some Japanese food and undertook activities that celebrated and 
highlighted the Japanese culture.  It was great to see the staff and children get into the spirit, 
dressing in Japanese costumes. We even had some Sumo wrestlers appear who found it very 
difficult to get in and out of some of the narrow doorways!  



Thanks  everyone for your participation.  
 
FIRE PREPARATIONS 
Last Thursday, we sent out a “test” SMS to ensure we have your most up to date contact details. 
If you did not receive this test text message, can you please contact the office to give us your  
correct details.  
This is in preparation for the bushfire season which is very much upon us. 
 
LAPATHON and PARENT NETWORK 
The money is still trickling in from the Lapathon. We are now at $21,250 and even though the due 
date was a fortnight ago, I’m sure our office ladies will gladly accept any late donations. 
We will have a final figure as to what we raised and draw the prizes for those children and       
families who qualified at our Christmas Concert on Tuesday December 5. 
We had our final meeting of the Parent Network on Tuesday and I was delighted to announce to 
the committee that including the Lapathon figure, they have raised $34,412 which is just an   
amazing effort and a credit to the wonderful support this group gives the school under the       
leadership of Danielle O’Brien and Jemma Lind. The children have loved the experiences       
provided, from the disco, to the movie night up to last week’s ice cream cones. The goal is to give 
the kids some wonderful experiences and at the same time, if we can raise some money for the 
school, that is the bonus. We sincerely thank you all and we have placed the order for the second 
stage of our new playground. 
Our committee have started working on plans for a fete in 2019……yes it seems a long way 
away but something like that takes 12 months in its implementation. The planning is about to 
begin! 
 
THERMOMIX RAFFLE 
At the time of writing, we have sold 96 tickets for our “Thermomix raffle.”  
Parent Network are selling tickets before and after school to give you a chance of winning a  
Thermomix, valued at over $2,000. The tickets have been limited to 300 so the chances of      
winning are increased. The tickets are $20 and buyers of tickets are not limited to within the 
school.  So if you know people, neighbours, relatives, friends etc., who would like to be in the 
draw, tickets are selling before and after school.  
The draw of the winning ticket will occur at our Christmas Carols next Tuesday.  
 
STUDENT LEADERSHIP 
On Monday, December 4 at assembly, we will be introducing our 2018 School Captains. As we 
do every year, next years captains will shadow this years captains for the last 3 weeks. 
We would love to see as many of our community members as possible see our new captains   
receive their “L plates!” 
Badges will be presented to all of our grade 6 leaders early in the New Year. 
 
HOW TO GROW CHILDREN INTO LEADERS 
As I was just talking about leadership, I came across this article which I thought was worth     
consideration. I hope you find it interesting. 
If you believe as I do, that leaders are made, not born then the way we raise our kids has a   
massive impact on their leadership potential. 
 
Here are seven ways you can foster, rather than inhibit your child’s or young person’s 
leadership potential: 
 

1. Allow children and young people to experience risk 
Currently our community is risk adverse when it comes to our kids. It’s a parent’s job to protect 
our children and young people but that doesn’t mean we completely insulate them from            
risk-taking behaviour. One European study found that if children don’t play outside and have   
never experienced skinned knees and other small hurts, they frequently develop phobias as 
adults. Just as young children need to learn to fail a few times to learn it’s normal, teenagers 
need to experience some friendship break-ups along the way to appreciate the maturity that real 
relationships require. When we remove risk we increase children’s dependence on others, which 
is the antithesis of strong leadership. 



2. Give kids a chance to solve their own problems 
If your child left his lunch at home would you take it to him or her? If your teenager forgot a sports 
uniform would you take it to school if you were able? If so, you’d be inhibiting their                    
resourcefulness by solving their problems or, alternatively, not allowing them to cope with         
inconvenience. Flexibility, coping skills and resourcefulness are trademarks of good leadership in 
both adults and young people. 
 
3. Be realistic with praise 
Praise and feedback should be realistic and given sensitively rather than handed out like a    
nervous tic whenever children or young people do something well. Young people generally learn 
at some stage that their parents are the only people who think they’re awesome, which can come 
as a rude shock when they hit the real world of the workforce. 
 
4. Expect them to earn the right 
A common trait among many children and young people is their strong and increasingly, false 
sense of entitlement. That is, many kids expect they have a right to (pick any of the following and 
feel free to add to the list): go where they want; use their mobile phone whenever they want; play 
in the living room without cleaning up. Alternatively, we can insist that children and young people 
earn their rights through hard work, responsible behaviour and being cooperative. Learning that a 
right needs to be earned, rather than something that’s simply handed out to you, is a valuable 
lesson for an aspiring leader in any field of endeavour. 
 
5. Focus on character 
Currently as a community we neglect character at the expense of personality. In this current era 
of reality TV and social media it’s not hard to get fifteen minutes of fame whereas in the past your 
spot in the limelight needed to be earned usually be applying yourself to a sporting, artistic or  
other endeavour. It’s quite a turnaround. However, character strengths such as grit,                 
conscientiousness and reliability rather than personality traits consistently appear in discussions 
about leadership. Parents can actively promote their character strengths of children and young 
people in many ways - including focusing on character in conversations; sharing stories where 
character paid off for them in their lives; and using every day examples of how character leads to 
success 
Focusing on the above strategies won’t necessarily mean that your child will hold a leadership 
position in primary or secondary school. There are many factors involved in holding a school 
leadership position and being made of the right stuff is just one of them. But the qualities and 
traits we nurture in children and young people today will manifest in our future community,    
sporting and business leaders. That’s why great parenting matters. 
 
THIS WEEK AT ASSEMBLY WE: 
 
 we handed out some fantastic Student of the Week awards 
 reminded everyone that with the hot weather, we need to be wearing hats 
 spoke about Japanese Day 
 announced two of our School Captains and heard the speeches they presented to their 

peers, prior to being elected 
 heard some lovely singing 
 carried weekend achievements over to next week due to needing to begin Japanese day.  

 
Next week at assembly, we will announce our other two School Captains for 2018 and hand our 
Premier’s Reading Challenge certificates. 
 
See you around the school, 
 
Rohan Thompson 
Principal 



Santa’s Cave 
We have some very exciting news for everyone! 

Santa is coming to Tecoma Primary School! He will be 
visiting us on December 5th which is our Christmas Carols night. 

If  you would like to come and see him, he will be in the Reading/Quicksmart 
Room from 5:30pm-6:45pm.  

We ask that you bring a gold coin donation with all proceeds going toward 
our Christmas present collection for the DRERS. 

Bring your own camera/mobile and catch a happy snap! 

 

DANDENONG RANGES EMERGENCY RELIEF 

Christmas can be a difficult time for families, many of whom struggle to 
make ends meet because of illness, job loss or financial crisis. The 

DRERS runs the Christmas in the Hills project to help people celebrate 
Christmas. 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SUPPORT THIS LOVELY PROJECT, 
PLEASE BRING IN UNWRAPPED, NEW TOYS FOR CHILDREN 17 

AND UNDER AND SET THEM IN THE CHRISTMAS BOX PROVIDED 

MESSAGE FROM OUR SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS: 

We love how Tecoma families like to show their gratitude by giving 
us little gifts, be it chocolate or a handmade item. This year, we 

were wondering if, instead of gifts, if those families could donate a 
gift to the ‘Wishing Tree’ at KMART.  

Many thanks and have a lovely Christmas,  

Jill and Des 



Words from Mrs Double  
  

The Reading Room 
 
For the last 3 years we have run our highly successful 
Reading Room program. After reading the reports of the 
students who have taken part in the Reading Room, and 
seeing such huge growth in every one of these children, 
and hearing from the parents/grandparents and  other 
members of our school community, just how rewarding it 
is to be involved, it will, of course, be running again next 
year!  
The success of the Reading Room is dependent upon 
the support of you…the Parents, Grandparents, Aunts, 
Uncles, etc. in our school community…adults who are 
willing to give 2 hours of their time each week, between 

9:00 – 11:00am, to help the students who visit our Reading Room.  
 
Would you like to be involved in taking part in this rewarding experience of helping a 
child reach their full potential in 2018?   
Would you like to commit to giving us some of your time next year?  
Do you have a WWCC card, and have signed our Child Safety Code of Conduct? 
Would you like to know more?  
 
If the answer is yes…please pop in and see me.   
 
For the success of the Reading Room to continue 
we need 18 adults who are willing to give 2 hours 
of their time each week to work in the Reading 
Room. (The program will run from Tuesday –      
Friday each week next year).   
 
I am looking forward to welcoming you to take part 
in this rewarding program, where you, as members 
of our school community, get to have such an     
important role in helping children feel good about 
themselves and their learning, enabling them to 
reach their full potential. 
 
Have a lovely week. 
Cheers! 
Di Double 
 
Quote of the week 
 

The journey of a lifetime starts with the turning of a page! 

                                                                          Rachel Anders 

OSHC NEWS 

AFTER SCHOOL CARE WILL NOT RUN ON THE LAST DAY OF TERM 
(FRIDAY 22ND DECEMBER) 

  





GRADE NAME REASON 

Prep S Mason B Mason has settled back into school beautifully after his big holiday. This 
Student of the Week is to thank him for ALWAYS listening to his teachers 

and following the class rules.  

Prep W Harrison P Harrison’s reading skills have improved so much over the last semester and 
he puts in an excellent effort to read at home each night. Congratulations 

Harrison, keep up the great work!  

1P Oliver E For how smoothly and happily Oliver joined our class and the Tecoma 
Primary School community recently. You have already demonstrated what 

a fabulous worker you are. 
WELCOME TO OUR SCHOOL Oliver! 

1R Callum H Callum worked extremely hard during our maths lesson this week. He set 
out clear drawings in his book to show ‘shared between’ problems when 

solving division questions. It was great to see your concentration and 
persistence Callum, well done! 

1R Pippi M Pippi shows respect for her classmates, teachers and her learning at all 
times. She is kind, friendly and is always there to help anybody in need. 

Thank you Pippi for being such a respectful member of our class! 

2C Mason B Mason has worked hard in our division lessons this week. He has great 
strategies to solve problems and is happy to share his ideas with the class. 

Well done Mason! 

2N Millie V Wow, wow, wow Millie. Your reading has taken off! You are reading with 
expression, reading and making sure things make sense and re reading to 
retry tricky words until you have figured them out. This is what GREAT 

readers do!  Great job Millie. Keep reading, reading, reading! 

3GP Eamon H Eamon has worked hard at reading Rowan of Rin with the aim of carefully 
tracking the intricate plot in order to improve his comprehension skills. 

Well done Eamon, you did it!!! 

3GP Jesse S Jesse has become a focussed worker, keen to try his best at all times.  
His enthusiasm is contagious, encouraging others to fully                

participate in activities.  
3W Cooper G Cooper has recently graduated from the Reading Room.   He has worked 

hard at his reading and can be proud of his efforts.  Well done Cooper.  

3W Noah N Noah completed a great poetry anthology about Wombats.   I thought his 
cinquain was the best of the 5 poems he wrote. He showed he understood 

the format of this tricky poem.  Nice one Noah.  

4D Jessica P For completing a fantastic recount about our excursion to the RAAF Base 
at Point Cook. Jessica was very specific with the detail she included in her 
recount. It was fantastic to see Jessica act on feedback and enhance her 

writing. Congratulations.  

STUDENT OF THE WEEK 



STUDENT OF THE WEEK 

GRADE NAME REASON 

4D Billie G For writing an excellent recount about Japanese Day. Billie’s recount 
was very detailed and included the use of paragraphs. Congratulations 

Billie and job well done! 

4V Billy T For his lovely limerick poem about a pug.  
There once was a very big pug, 
Who lived on a very small rug. 

He was too large, 
He couldn’t fit in his garage, 

But he was very snug. 

4V Katy S For her enthusiasm and participation in Japanese Day.  
Katy, you put effort into your costume and worked well with the 
members of your group. You did your best in all the activities and 
helped make the day enjoyable for those around you. Well done! 

4V Caeleigh W For always presenting her work in a neat and beautiful way. Caeleigh, 
you consistently take pride in your work and always try to complete it 

to a high standard. Fantastic work :) 

5G Bonnie J Bonnie has been so focussed in Science, determined to successfully 
wire an electrical circuit to power her Fantastic Racer.  She has even 
chosen to work on her racer during lunchtime so she can create a 

winning vehicle.  Great work Bonnie! 
5G Oscar N Oscar is such a kind and caring friend who is always inclusive of others.  

He treats his classmates respectfully and he is a wonderful team 
member during group activities.  Well done Oscar. 

5M Angus P In this second half of the year, the effort Angus has put into his 
learning has been fantastic. In his quiet, yet methodical manner, he 
sets to improve his understandings of different concepts and seeks 

feedback on how he can improve. With a good natured approach to 
life, he is a good friend to many in our class. 

5M Joel S Throughout the year, Joel has proven time and time again to be a 
community minded person. Through his friendly and easy going 

nature, he has been a great friend to all in the class. He thinks about 
the tidiness of the classroom, helping to clean at the end of the day. 

You are a great role model Joel. 

JAPANESE Ronan D Ronan-kun (Mr Ronan) put a lot of effort in the process of making a 
Japanese fan, incorporating all the things that he learnt during 

Japanese class this year.   
すばらしい！(Su ba ra shi i ! : Fantastic!) 



Apologies to those that ordered from book club this term. 

Our delivery has been delayed for unknown reasons. I am 

currently in daily contact with Sally from Redgum who is 

chasing up the problem. We hope that the delivery will     

arrive very soon. Again, apologies for the delay.          

       Jennie T  -  Librarian 



OFFICE NEWS  

 Due to the numerous payments coming through the office (thank you!), we will not 
be able to accept payments after 4pm, as we need this time to reconcile our           
accounts.  

 Term 4 Levies are now due. Please make sure you pay before your child attends their    
excursion/incursion. Costs are as follows: 

  Prep   $32 

  Grade 1/2 $35 

  Grade 3/4 $30 

  Grade 5 $25 

  Grade 6 $75 

 

 PLEASE KEEP THOSE 2018 SCHOOL FEES COMING IN. IF YOU DID NOT RECEIVE 
YOUR FEES FORM, PLEASE SEE US IN THE OFFICE. 

Please note that Term 4 is our busiest term here in the office. Please continue to 
check your child/ren’s bags each night for forms that might have been sent home. 
We ask that all forms (excursions, morning munchies, notices, etc.) are turned in 

by the deadline listed, as this helps for a more efficiently run office! 

 

Heather, Karin and Anthea 
Office Staff 

MUSIC LESSONS AT TECOMA P.S. 

PRIVATE TUTORS 

Drums     Violin 

Jordan Scotney  0408 881 395 Lore Burns  0431 224 262 

Guitar      Singing 

Juan Aravena 0402 688 836  Rochelle  (please ring Jordan for more information) 

Piano 

Amanda Collins 0478 166 709 

UNIFORM SHOP 
Please note that the Uniform Shop is open on the                      
following days: 
 

  Tuesday Morning  8:45am to 9:15am 

  Wednesday Afternoon 3:15pm to 3:45pm 

  









 

 

JUNIOR NETBALL PLAYERS 

NEEDED 

Aged 7 to 13 

 

Belcoma Netball Club 

Contact: Jenny 0408 933 956 

belcomasec@gmail.com 

(enquiries for other age groups 

welcome) 

mailto:belcomasec@gmail.com



